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What are the troubleshooting steps to remove echo from speech on
CO Trunk in ETERNITY?
Observation:
When using a CO Trunk for outgoing call the user is disturbed with echo, a
phenomenon where the user keeps hearing his/her own voice.
Troubleshooting Steps:
Step 1: Connect the CO Line directly to SLT
 First connect the CO Line to an analog phone (SLT) directly, without any
MDF, and then again through MDF and check.
 If you continue to face the issue, Contact Service Provider for the same.
 However, if you do not face the echo problem upon connecting directly,
move to Step 2.
Step 2: Complete AC impedance test for that CO Trunk
 When you face this issue, first take an AC Impedance test and check the
return Loss received on CO Trunk. For AC impedance tests, please refer
to FAQ:
http://www.matrixtelesol.com/faqs/eternity-pe-ge-mele/ac_impedance_test.pdf
 Set the Test results in one of the CO Hardware Template and assign this
template to the respective CO Trunk.
 Check for the echo issue on respective CO Trunk after completion of AC
Impedance Test. If the issue persists, go to Step 3.
Step 3: Change Gain Settings
 Go to CO Hardware Template assigned to the respective CO Trunk,
followed by the CO Gain Settings Template assigned to it.

 If the issue is faced on SLT Extension, then change the CO-SLT Rx Gain to
-1.0dB and check.
 If the issue is faced in DKP Extension, then change the CO-DKP Rx Gain to
-1.0dB and check.
 If the issue still persists, then lower the Rx gain one by one up to -1.5dB
again and check.
 If the issue still persists, Contact Matrix Technical Support Team.
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